Stand out anywhere.

Hotbox 1 is a vibrant and practical agile worktool embodying our key
principles: mobility, organisation and personality.
Perfectly crafted and compact, the lightweight Hotbox 1 makes it easy
to move around the workplace. Its smart design keeps you organised
wherever you choose to work and means it is just the right size for storing
and transporting your important desktop items – your notebook, tablet,
coffee cup, pens, sticky notes and snacks. Available in a variety of vibrant
colours, you can express yourself with a Hotbox 1.
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Even the packaging for
Hotbox 1 is smart and ecofriendly, transforming into a
locker organiser to park your
Hotbox 1 neatly and securely
in your locker.

Large rear compartment for
notebooks, tablets or personal
items

Soft grip handle

3 separate front compartments
for your coffee cup, pens, sticky
notes and snacks
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One of these things is
not like the other.
Choose a colour to suit your personality and stand out anywhere.
Choose the new eco-friendly Hotbox 1 grey edition which is made
from recycled polypropylene (PP) and like all Hotbox products is fully
recyclable at the end of its product cycle.

Why Hotbox is vital
to the agile workplace.
For a seamless agile workplace, your people have to move quickly
and easily around the space. If people cannot take their work tools
with them from their locker to any chosen workspace, they are simply
unable to become the agile workers they aspire to be.
With Hotbox, the agile workplace flows. Hotbox is the vital link in the
chain, without which the agile workplace will just not operate.

Dimensions

190mm
7.5”

312mm
12.3”

182mm
7.2”

Weight
0.91 kg
2.00 lbs
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Colours
White | Pink | Blue
Brick | Yellow | Grey

Your space anywhere.

Designed with your needs and ease of use in mind, Hotbox 2 is the
ultimate agile worktool. It encompasses everything we stand for:
mobility, organisation and personality.
With its sophisticated exterior, interchangeable Camira fabric covers,
soft-grip handle and optional shoulder strap, Hotbox 2 makes it easy to
move around your workplace or venture further afield.
Details matter. We created a side-pull handle so you can take it from
your locker and a business card holder to easily identify your Hotbox 2.
The interior design of Hotbox 2 is flexible, just like you.
Split into two sections for optimum organisation, the larger compartment
can hold laptops or notebooks and the front section has a whiteboard so
you can make quick notes on the go.
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Hotbox 2 also comes with two removable pen pots and a phone/tablet
stand so your device is on hand at all times. For a more personal touch,
add a slide-on photo frame which can be hung on the central divider
of your Hotbox 2 or stand on your workspace with pride. With Hotbox 2
you define your own workspace whenever and wherever building your
workspace around you.
New for 2020 is the Hotbox 2 grey edition. Choose the new eco-friendly
Hotbox 2 grey edition which is made from recycled polypropylene (PP)
and like all Hotbox products is fully recyclable at the end of its product
cycle.
Centre divider can be used to
make notes using a dry wipe
pen or stick sticky notes on

Optional shoulder
strap

Large rear compartment
for laptops and files

Cover folds over into
a protective mat
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Soft grip handle

Tablet / phone stand

Accessorise with a
slide on photo frame

Comes with 2x
utility pots
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Why Hotbox is vital
to the agile workplace.
For a seamless agile workplace, your people have to move quickly
and easily around the space. If people cannot take their work tools
with them from their locker to any chosen workspace, they are simply
unable to become the agile workers they aspire to be.
With Hotbox, the agile workplace flows. Hotbox is the vital link in the
chain, without which the agile workplace will just not operate.

Dimensions

311mm
12.2”

435mm
17.1”

140mm
5.51”

125mm
4.72”

Weight
1.6 kg
3.8 lbs
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Colours & Fabric
by Camira
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Blazer
Choose a soft, luxury Camira Blazer cover made from
premium New Zealand lambswool for your Hotbox 2.
Available in a range of colours whatever your personality,
this pure fabric is a complete classic.
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Colours & Fabric
by Camira
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Nexus
The Nexus cover is great if you prefer something a little
more modern. Featuring two-dimensional stretch, this
stylish, resilient fabric feels just like a cushion. It is also
available in various colours for your Hotbox 2.
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Colours & Fabric
by Camira
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Sonus
With a fibre felted finish and an appealing mélange
effect, the Sonus range is the ideal accompaniment for
a modern interior.
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Accessories
for Hotbox 2

Pencil Case
•
•
•
•

Pencil Case comes execusively in
Camira Blazer fabric
Dual zipped for easy access
The pencil case is able to convert into
a fabric pen pot
Available in a variety of Camira Blazer
colours to suit your workstyle

Laptop Sleeve
•
•
•

•

Laptop Sleeve comes execusively in
Camira Blazer fabric
Has a soft foam inner
Dimensions: Height 22cm, Width
33cm, Depth 1.5cm and will fit a 15inch laptop (eg. 15-inch MacBook Air)
Available in a variety of Camira Blazer
colours to suit your workstyle

Your office anywhere.

More than just a laptop bag, Hotbox 3 was created for the modern flexible
worker. Designed to meet everyone’s flexible working requirements.
With a separate padded compartment for your laptop and a spacious
main compartment that can hold your tablet, notebook, phone, pens
and business cards, Hotbox 3 keeps you organised when you travel and
wherever you choose to work.
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Weatherproof, mobile and understated, Hotbox 3 organises and protects
the tools you need to have a successful workday. With a soft-grip handle
and shoulder strap, you are at your most comfortable when carrying a
Hotbox 3.
Available in four subtle shades, Hotbox 3 is made from Rivet by Camira.
Rivet is an ultra-modern fabric made from REPREVE® that is both
luxurious and sustainable in its design. Each Hotbox 3 contains the
equivalent of seven recycled 500ml PET bottles. What other product
looks this good and is kind to the environment at the same time?

Separate padded rear
compartment for your laptop

Adjustable padded
shoulder strap for
easy mobility

A5 document pocket within
the main compartment

Two pockets in the fold
downflap for phone and
pen storage
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Easy access large main
compartment for bulky
items

Tablet pocket within the
main compartment

Accessorise with a
co-ordinated Hotbox
pencil case
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The Hotbox Pouch keeps
you even more organised.
The Hotbox Pouch in Camira Rivet features a main compartment
enabling you to store your smaller personal items like makeup,
chargers and cables.
The Pouch also features a large Velcro pocket and two small inner
pockets, which are perfect for headphones and laptop accessories. The
Hotbox Pouch compliments the Hotbox 3 and Hotbox 1, and effortlessly
amplifies your ability to be an effective flexible worker.

Why Hotbox is vital
to the agile workplace.
For a seamless agile workplace, your people have to move quickly
and easily around the space. If people cannot take their work tools
with them from their locker to any chosen workspace, they are simply
unable to become the agile workers they aspire to be.
With Hotbox, the agile workplace flows. Hotbox is the vital link in the
chain, without which the agile workplace will just not operate.

Dimensions

290mm
11.4”

145mm
5.7”

415mm
16.3”

Weight
0.85 kg
1.89 lbs
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Colours & Fabric
by Camira
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Rivet
Hotbox 3 is available in 4 standard Camira Rivet colours,
Galvanise, Forge, Quench and Charcoal. Camira Rivet
is made from REPREVE®, a recycled, tactile polyester,
Hotbox 3 has all the answers to smart, agile working.
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REPREVE® is a registered trademark of Unifi, Inc.

